Jet Noise Reports: September & October 2019
San Juan County
INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Comparisons by Year
Noise Reports by Month
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports Of Noise by Hour of the Day
Daily Jet Noise Profile
Maps of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Jet Noise Reporting
website was approved in 2014 by the
County Council for people to have a
reliable place for recording their reports
and comments.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

Other counties do not have a similar
reporting mechanism, though other
websites are reporting noise complaints
throughout this region.

Since the Navy added 36 more EA-18G Growler jets at Whidbey Island,
extreme noise events have increased dramatically in our region.
We are experiencing increased jet noise over San Juan County. Looking at
page 2, over the last 4 years, citizens reported 1724-2213 jet noise
events each year during January through October. In 2019 reports for that
same period jumped to 3038. Most of the increase was in one month January (page 3), though other months in 2019 are showing more reports
than compared with previous years.
An annual report for 2019 will be produced in January 2020.
Comments on the noise events beginning on page 8 tell the human story.
Read them.
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Five Year Noise Profile
Total Jet Noise Reports
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January - October 2019
Jet Noise Reports
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For example, in October, 295 comments were recorded, describing 295+ noise incidents. Some reports
describe several noise incidents in a single report, as seen in comments beginning on page 8.
Since the report website was down for several days during August, it is likely that some incidents were not
reported.
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Jet Noise Loudness by Month
September, October, 2019
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
September and October, 2019
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include
a specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance; otherwise time is indicated as Not Available (N/A).
Again, note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating
of the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" level of noise. The noise is unpredictable.
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Daily Jet Noise Reports: January - October, 2019
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By way of example, this chart presents the number of noise reports by day for the past 10 months. As seen in this chart, there are many days when
the noise is so excessive that there are many reports. Interspaced are days with fewer reports. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,”
significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" level of noise. The noise is unpredictable.
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Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island

This picture of San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Map, which was saved on October 31, 2019, is offered to provide an indication of the
typical location of many of the noise reports.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus the reproduction of the red dots, which signify noise reports, minimizes the apparent number of
reports since the dots overlay other dots. This map represents the most recent 750+ report locations (dots).
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Comments Submitted with September and October 2019 Reports
1:54pm, Sept 3. Two growlers overhead Mud Bay, roaring as they come into sight,
and still, as they leave sight, the roaring intensifies. GO AWAY!
11:26am. Incredible roar. Like a giant blowtorch is roaring in the skies, burning over
Mud Bay. A long dive-bombing roar that lasts and lasts. It is deafening.
11:35am, Sept 3. Very loud jet roaring over South end of Lopez.
2:38pm, Sept 3. Jet overhead. Loud and noisy, right into our home.
3:32pm. We have had jet roaring ALL DAY. I am worn out. Trying to block noise I
close windows and doors, but it is now hot inside. My home is NOT MY OWN. The
Navy owns it. Big vibrating jet roaring I can feel and hear. How can I do my work?
4:07pm. We have had noise all day, and here is more BOOMING jet noise. Huge
roaring. I am self-employed. I need to work on complicated projects that require
concentration. Yet the Navy is conducting war on Lopez Island. How can I live here?
Jet overhead. Deep booming jet noise. Distracting me. I have to concentrate on my
work and it is impossible when we are being bombed.
Noisy jet roaring in the skies. Our constant thunder.
Only the growlers can make this kind of noise. I am inside and I do not even have to
look outside to know that GROWLERS are disrupting the peace. No peace today
though. It has been noisy all morning.
S Lopez, 3 Sept 2019: Overflight 90.4 decibels - deafening
Sept 3 11:03am. A lot of jet noise in the skies. Rumbling and pulsing.
The air is filled with jet noise and roaring. South end of Lopez.

10:30am. Sept 5. The sky is roaring with jet noise. South Lopez.
6:41pm, Sept 5. The skies are roaring with jet noise. South Lopez. It has been an
annoying and distracting day. The Navy has taken over our lives, introducing jarring
jet roars and unpredictability into every day.
7:40pm, 9/15. It is happening again. There is a steady deep roar and rumbling
vibration from Whidbey. It goes on and on and on and on. It vibrates our home.
7:43pm. 9/5/19. There it is again. A huge roaring BLAST from Whidbey. Rumble,
rattle, vibration. As if they are sitting Growlers on the runway, running the engines
up, and aiming the blast at us.
9/5/19. 7:38pm. We have just endured a STEADY deep=throated, roar and vibration
from Whidbey of several minutes duration. A constant pounding vibrating our
home and bodies. Like a blowtorch roar directed at us. South Lopez
Booming jet noise from Whidbey. TOO LOUD. South Lopez.
Loud jet over us. South Lopez. Too much noise. The growler is NOT APPROPRIATE
for this populated region. The Navy is abusing us.
Roaring for much of the day. Roaring and horrible vibration this evening. The
vibration is deeply disturbing, like being shaken violently.
Sounded like the rumbling was coming through the tv speakers, only much louder.
Stupid Growlers ruining our evening. Get some sound suppression hardware in
place.
very distracting, stressful, and annoying
very loud jet noise and roaring in the skies.

too low
Very loud jet noise penetrates our home. 11:52am, Sept 3.

1:52pm. In an attempt to maintain my concentration on my work and block out jet
noise, I wore headphones for the past hour. (Why do I need to wear headphones in
my own home?) I took them off for a moment and was treated to a big blast of jet
noise.
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11:36am Loud jet noise. They are flying over South Lopez.
12:03 pm.Thought I would sit outside for lunch and take a break from computer
work. Well, I came right back in. The sky is FULL of jet noise as they seem to race
around and the roaring echoes and echoes and echoes.

Sunday, Sept 8. 11:37am. There it is again. Same loud dull deep roar from a very
large aircraft above Mud Bay. VERY LOUD
11:13am. South Lopez/ Loud jet roaring in the skies. Activity at Whidbey or OLF is
rumbling the skies.

12:05pm. Inside now, and the jet roaring comes right into my home.

11:15am South Lopez. Are the jets just circling over us? The noise is constant?

12:07pm. I have to report that the jet noise has been continuous. No let up. The jet
noise rolls around the skies, bouncing around. Roaring, roaring.

11:24. South Lopez Loud jet over us.

12:11pm. There has been continuous roaring in the skies. Now it sounds like jets are
taking off with tremendous explosions of jet noise, and then veering over toward us
, one after another.
12:18pm. Another big roar of jet noise. Booming.
2:30pm. Still wearing headphones in my own home to avoid jet noise that
permeates my home, but I just got a rumble and vibration that I can FEEL. South
Lopez. News flash: "Navy declares WAR on San Juan County. Larsen, Murray and
Cantwell silent."
8:59am Sept 6. The jet noise roaring in the sky ... so early in the morning.
The navy is flying missions all the way down to Winslow, Bainbridge 5 minutes of
low flying soul shattering sound. Time to wake up Seattle to the invasive (ion)
3:36pm. Overcast so I cannot see the aircraft overhead that is making a long roar
and rumble. It is not a commercial jet; that sounds different. Sounds like heavy
aircraft flying low and it has the distinctive long roar of a growler.Still roaring...
Sun. 11:20am. Mud Bay. Sudden roaring noise, low flying aircraft overhead. I'm
inside, did not see it. Our home was suddenly filled w/ a dense threatening roar, as
if something was going to land on our house. Sounded like a low flying P-8.
Sun. Sept 8. 11:48am. I am beginning to suspect the same aircraft is circling us.
Again, the dull deep throbbing roar of a low and slow moving aircraft over us. A
Poseidon is my guess.

11:26am. Jet noise continues. The skies are filled with jet noise. It seems we are
always at war.
11:37am. The abuse continues on the South end of Lopez. Loud jet roaring
overhead. A deep roaring approach, and then long roar as it flies over.
12:30pm. I took my noise-cancelling headphones off just in time to get a roaring
earful of a Growler over us. This has been a bad morning so far. Why do I have to
wear noise-cancelling headphones in my own home ...because the Navy is out of
control?
4:40pm. Lopez, south end. Washing outside windows and all I hear is jets roaring
around. Just a constant thunder in the skies. This is discouraging.
5:28pm. Loud jet overhead. Typical dull deep roar of the growler.
7:44pm Aug 9.Navy just crossed the line.I am ANGRY. Outside for a walk, not near
home, and suddenly 3 Growlers bearing down on Mud Bay. Deafening. Like being
hit by the effect of 100 blow torches. I had no shelter. Never-ending roar. I am hurt.
direct fly overs all morning
Hey, it's 9:20 at night. We do not need a loud Growler flying over us as we get
ready for bed after a hard day at work. Too loud. Go away, Take your war
somewhere else.
Low rumble and loud fly overs for at least an hour off an on
S Lopez, 9 Sept 19, 7:45pm: Growler BLASTS of 85.3 decibels in the house.
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S Lopez, 9 Sept 2019, 8:41pm: More BLASTING FROM Ault - 81.5 decibels in the
house

3:26pm. Sept 10. I have had enough. Now another loud jet roaring around. I am
leaving home to take shelter in Lopez Village. Hope it is quieter there. Sometimes it
is not. This day has been filled with jet noise.

S Lopez, 9 Sept, 2019: 7:30pm - 7:45pm - Steady LOUD GROWLING. 70,7 decibels
S Lopez, Monday Sept 9, 2019: 12:30pm - Overflight 76.2 decibels
"S Lopez, Monday, Sept 9, 2019: 2:15pm - 3:11pm - Almost an hour of roaring
overflights and BLASTS from Ault. 76.8 decibels.
Sounds like a jet airport on N. Lopez
South end of Lopez. 11:48am. Lots of jet noise in the skies. Immature Navy pilots
taking scenic flights? What the heck are they doing just flying around? What kind of
training is this? Currently don't believe anything the Navy says.
1:31pm. A morning of jet noise roaring and now it is afternoon. It is like constant
thunder. Deep roaring, distant and near.
11:15am Sept 10. The skies are just roaring with jet noise. South Lopez.
11:19am Sept 10. Loud jet roaring above us. Lopez, south end.
11:57am. I have to report continued jet noise disturbance. Trying to work and my
head is just pounded with jet roaring. It's a nice day but I think I will have to close
doors and windows, just so I can think.
12:24pm Sept 10. Jet noise just slams right into my home. Lopez, South End
2:06pm, Sept 10. I am committed to reporting the noise that annoys, disturbs,
bothers and distracts me. The deep jet roaring penetrates my home.
2:47pm. Sept 10. The roaring continues. Our elected folks apparently believe that
insulating our homes will still the jet noise. That's nuts. I have a well-insulated
home and cannot get away from the roaring.
2:49pm. Sept 10. Incredible roar in the sky, Sounds like a bomb was dropped. Oh,
wrong. It's the Navy zooming its jets around.

bothe flyovers and engine run-ups are rattling windows, and disrupting normal
conversation. Had to hang up several business calls because of the noise.
Home from a long weekend near Houston and already hit with creepy roaring
thunder of Warplanes. Near ferry in Anacortes. Big city was more peaceful much
of he time...
Loud jet flyover, will likely continue through out day
S Lopez, 10 Sept 2019, 9:26pm: Another Crushing BLAST from Ault. Looks like
another night of trying to sleep with noise canceling head phones. Wish we could
make this happen to Murray, Cantwell and Larsen - then maybe there would be
mitigation.
S Lopez, 10 Sept 2019, 5:20pm: Sitting down to dinner - HUGE BLAST - 85.3 decibels
in the house. Truly crazy making . . .
S lopez, 10 Sept. 2019, 9:54am: MORE blasting form Ault - 68.5 decibels
S Lopez, 10, Sept 2019, 8:28am : The day begins with GROWLER NOISE! 62.3
decibels
1:06pm, 9/11, Jets roaring around. The sky is filled with the noise.
1:47pm. Unfortunately I removed my noise-cancelling headphones, just in time to
be blitzed by a jet roaring overhead.
10:22am, Sept 11. Loud jet. Long drawn out echoing roar. Long Long Long.
10:27am. Sept 11. here it is again. Another hit of jet noise. Just roaring, constantly.
11:31am. Sept 11. How to describe this constant roaring and its effect? Must be
like being below the bowling lanes as the balls roll down the alley toward the pins.
The thudding rumble, the deep dull thudding that goes long long long, all day.
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11:42am. The roaring has been steady. There is no quiet, there is constant roaring
and rumbling. To the south of us.

S Lopez, 11 Sept 2019, 9 am: Walking on Sperry Road - It was a quiet morning - not
any more - Huge ROARS from Ault.

12:11pm. The roaring continues. Thought I might spend some time outside. Noisy
inside, worse outside.

S Lopez, 11 Sept 2019, 9:20am : Vacuuming in the house with a LOUD vacuum. Felt
the low frequency vibration AND heard the Growler noise over the vacuum! 82.6
decibels. Insane. . . .

12:27pm, Sept 11. Two growlers flying low overhead, to the north. VERY LOUD!
Mud Bay, Lopez.
12:31pm. Just noted two growlers overhead, now I note there is more rumbling.
Are they circling?
2:19pm, 9/11. A rumbling vibrating roar of jet activity from Whidbey.
2:46pm 9/11. A big loud roar. A Growler taking off?
3:55 September 11. Very loud jet overhead, again. Evidence that what is rumbling
in the sky so consistently today is a lot of jet activity here on the south end...it is
not just road noise from I-5.
A treat to be home early from work, but the peace is disturbed by what sounds like
intermittent explosions to the south- the sound of Growler afterburners.
Disturbing and disquieting. Sound belongs far from civilian spaces.
Interrupted conversation inside house.
"It is extremely loud
Our pets are terrified

Sept 11, 3:07pm. There is a constant rumbling and roar in the air. Very disturbing.
Hard to be outside.
Well known to me but shocking how we feel the vibration and rumbling in
Anacortes when the FCLP flying is in COUPEVILLE- creepy here and no doubt
painfully horrid there and closer to the OLF. Innocent civilians don’t deserve this
10:09am. Sept 12. I have had to shift the location of a conference call I will be on
this morning because I think the roaring jet noise will interfere with my ability to
hear clearly. Finding a room in my home that has no windows......
10:15pm, Sept 12. A jet noisy day. I had worked hard. In the evening the skies
rumbled with jet activity to the south of us. Had barely fallen into much needed
sleep when I was JOLTED awake by a screaming jet flying overhead. This is abuse.
10:18pm. Sept 12. After being jolted awake by a screaming jet overhead, the assault
continued. One jet had barely died away when another came roaring overhead.
Now I am really awake. Flying low over south Lopez after 10 at night? Neighborly?
12:45pm. Sept 12. Feeling oppressed and depressed by the constant noise in the
skies that comes right into our home. The jets may not be overhead, but their
roaring echoes and bounces in the air.

We can’t carry on normal activities"
Lopez School , 11 Sept 2019, 10:07am: Overflight of the School 85 decibels. Why
are they over the school?!!!! In the middle of the island?!!!
N. Lopez Island , 11 Sept 2019, 11:30am: 75 - 80 decibels in the house.
S Lopez, 11 Sept 2019, 6:50 pm: 67.2 decibels - Another night of NOISE!

2:56pm, Sept 12. returned from shopping in the Village to my home on South end of
Lopez. Got out of my car and BOOM, all kinds of jet noise in the air. I should just
stay in my car with the radio on.
8:58am, Sept 12. getting some pretty significant rumbling roars and BOOOMs from
Whidbey.
8am. Sept 12. What was that? A huge boom, rumble and vibration. Quite similar
to what we usually get from Whidbey, but deeper and louder.
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breakfast conversation interrupted by engine run-ups roaring

I will not stop documenting... rumble sound constant nerve rendering... varies
impact but more so a lingering hum that seeps into my mind and most likely the
training uses us residents as their plan to monitor just how invasive this is. Deadly.

Conversation had to be stopped until the loud noise passed.

Rumblings off and on throughout the morning. Went on most of yesterday.

I was awakened from my slumber this morning by a noisy jet. I am weary of the
intrusion.

S Lopez, 13 Sept 2019: 10:03am 80+ decibels, 11:30 - 12 noon solid ROARING art 75
decibels.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

This has been going on for more than 10 days around the clock different planes at
different elevations. I am under the training flight path disturbing any sense of
relief and normal life

9:18am. Rumbling vibration of jet roaring felt in our home.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disruption of sleep
S Lopez, 12 Sept 2019, 9:30 - 10:30am: Trying to work outside. Constant LOUD
ROARS fro an hour.
Starting out Thursday clinic in Oak Harbor with tinny roar of EA-18Gs, disrupting
train of thought and conversations with patients here. Just another day in the
office in Oak Harbor, WA. This noise belongs far from humans, not on top of so
many.
the jet just flew over and it was so loud that I instantly got a headache and the
noise rattled things in our house
The military have been flying for almost 2 weeks. I do not detect any stopping, at
different elevations. I live on the southern end of Lopez island. Fly over or in
proximity is constant. I have health to be homebound and have no means of
retreat.

Twice early this morning and just now over property low. This awakened me from
little sleep I have had. .. Is higher flying I hear now.. This constant flying has caused
swelling in my body & hands and constant ringing in my ears /vibration sensation.
"At this hour literal constant noise vibration. What planes are be used to create this
unknown but did hear a Growler start up with in the last hour. I am only 10 miles
from the air-field. I hear enough of the activity , too much for a relief. Scary.
I am not sure when the vessels resume flying but during early morn hours Saturday.
I have come to figure out the exercises are doing testing with sonar and various
levels of flight for noise impact. My ears are ringing and my hands are swollen
I went to bed at 3:45 AM on Sunday morning. There was a low rumble close to
midnight on Saturday night. I do not recall during the few hours of sleep as I do not
sleep deeply but at this hour at least 2 if not 3 planes flying over within 20 min.

Thought I would do a pleasant walk in the rain tonight, but stepped outside and all I
could hear was jet noise. No walk.

S Lopez, SUNDAY 15 Sept 2019: 3:37pm 76.7 decibels in the house.

Constant around the clock flying. This is not been the case until the last few weeks.
NO rest every 5 to 10 minutes. Insanely cruel where I live and I am often more
impacted due to my location.

Same plane returns with trailing rumble. The pattern of varied planes at different
heights is the constant activity almost 24/7. My hands are swollen and ears
constant ringing. This Is Sunday, at least to give rest to those who bear this
intrusion

Extending the reporting to various craft flying at different elevations every few
minutes. Southern tip of Lopez McArdle Bay.

We NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WARGAMES!!! YOU ARE SO LOUD CAN'T
HEAR ANYTHING BUT LOUD JETS INSIDE MY APT.!! CAN'T HEAR THE TV OR RADIO

I will continue to due this as I need attention. This is wrong
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OR ANYONE SPEAKING FOR THE NOISE! IT LEAVES ME WITH RINGING IN MY EARS
FOR HOURS.!! STOP FLYING OVER LOPEZ!
4th low elevation flight over my house
I am reading the schedule which was not present a few days ago. This is not
accurate from Southern LOPEZ. Someone needs to come here to monitor the
activity to know when they are flying for me its about every 5 to 10 minutes. Late
night can be 3AM
Jet flying extremely low over my house
LEAVE US ALONE!!!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART IF YOUR WARGAMES
TRAINING! WE NEVER AGREED TO HAVE YOU ZOOMING OVERHEAD ALL DAY AND
ALL NIGHT!!! STOP TREATING US AS PEOPLE WHO DO NOT COUNT!!! MY HEALTH IS
IN JEOPARDY! LEAVE US IN PEACE SO WE CAN SLEEP!
loud flying jet over similk bay
Low flying growler aircraft
multiple loud passes over house
Multiple low flying growlers
"NOISY Low flying Growlers over Lopez Village ECHOING LOUD JET NOISE
RIDICULOUS!!!!!
THEY ARE DOIN CIRCLES AROUND US��� Still overhead at 11:13!"
Right over the house, really LOUD!!
S Lopez, 16 Sept 2019: 1:05pm - 1:35pm. Constant ROARS and OVERFLIGHTS from
Ault field. 70 - 80 decibels

S Lopez, Mon. 16 Sept 2019, 8:46am and 8:50am. 65 - 70 decibels
S Lopez, Watmough Bight, 16 Sept 2019: Walking on National Monument lands constant ROARING and overflights - 12:30 pm to 3 pm. 70 - 85 decibels
Second very low flight over my house
The first flyover awakened me in the last 25 minutes, second louder different plane
higher elevation over me, just now hearing 3rd plane in distance, a different plane.
When flying my hands swell and high pitch ringing in ears but feeling whole head.
"The growlers and other are flying right over my home. I can not think nor talk
sensibly.
This is killing me. I am home bound and can not leave."
Third low fight over my house. Very disturbing
Very loud growler noises at frequent intervals for several hours today - can hear
from inside house, and several times have drowned out conversation outside.
(Location Cape San Juan)
6pm and it sounds like explosions to the south- Creepy thunder marring a peaceful
early evening in Anacortes near the ferry terminal. Sounds of warfare. Unhealthy
atmosphere
Bursts of horrid thunder to the south- shaking low frequency vibrations- feel/sound
like remote explosions, disquieting and making peaceful rest impossible. Near the
ferry in Anacortes
Extreme noise. Deafening sound. Growler flew so low could see cockpit. Huge
massive jet flying over my house and then east over Fisherman's Bay.
Heard from inside house and very loud. Baby cried from the noise.

S Lopez, 16 Sept 2019: A very noisy morning - 9:32am 65.8 dec, 10:55am 68.5 d,
11:30am - 12:07pm -constant ROAR 65d.

Impossible to sleep- over an hour of constant roaring and thunder. So much for
being rested at work tomorrow. Abuse of our community and citizens

S Lopez, MacKaye Harbor, 16 Sept 2019: 11am - 11:06am 90 + decibels - crushing ,
jarring noise.

loud flyover
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Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my home activities
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Off and on rumbling and overflights throughout the day.
S Lopez, 17 Sept 2019: 7pm - 7:55pm - series of 75 decibel ROARS AND BLASTS AND
overflights. Why are the zero FCLP days worse than the days FCLP's are scheduled?
Is the navy LYING - AGAIN?
S Lopez, 17 Sept 2019: 9:25pm, 9:30pm, 9:40 pm - ROARING SHATTERING
NOISE!!!!!!!!!!
S LOPEZ, 17 SEPT., 2019: 8:29PM deafening overflight. This may be a hard night.
SE Lopez Island: 17 Sept 2019: 9am - out for a quiet walk. No Luck, the Growlers are
screaming. Giant ROAR. 10AM - the wind is blowing at 24 mph. The Growlers are
louder, at least 80 decibels - everything is shaking.
Starting a Tuesday morning out as usual with tinny to thunderous roaring of
Growlers- episodic and disturbing each time. Wrecking train of thought and ability
to concentrate at work- to do a good job... Oak Harbor.

The frequency is not stated on schedule. I know beyond the actual vessel noise the
high pitch noise /ringing in my ears when they are flying by sonar. They have been
flying around the clock no matter which base.
S Lopez, 19 Sept 2019: Steady, SOLID noise 1:43pm - 1:50pm. ENGINE RUN-UP? 75
- 109decibels - noise canceling headphones hardly mute the 109 decibels.
Completely crazy - making. Wish Larsen, Murray, Cantwell could be FORCED to hear
this!
S Lopez, 19 Sept 2019: Steady, SOLID noise 1:43pm - 1:50pm. ENGINE RUN-UP? 75
- 109decibels - noise canceling headphones hardly mute the 109 decibels.
Completely crazy - making. Wish Larsen, Murray, Cantwell could be FORCED to hear
this!
S LOPEZ, 19 Sept. 2019: 9:25am, 9:27am, 9:56am, 10:02am - Another ghastly
morning of Growler Noise. Everything ( including my body ) rattles.
"stayed late at work to attend a web meeting in Oak Harbor office- episodically
unable to hear due to EA-18G roaring overhead. Not constant, but unable to hear
when going overhead.
Every 5 minutes on a Sunday when most civilians need rest. My hands are swollen
and head ringing. What ever high tech warring means are been trialad /tested, this
should not be on community of US people.

The noise was unbearable while working outside lasting around 2 minutes!
S LOPEZ, 22 Sept 2019: Sunday night, 82.5 decibels in the house.
WE NEVER AGREED to be part of your damn WARGAMES! Leave us alone! Stop
shattering our Peace with your fly overs! Huge roar made it impossible to hear my
TV...sets my ears ringing. Yesterday the flights were all day thru late night. STOP
HARASSING US!
We NEVER AGREED TO BE PAWBSBIN YOUR DAMN WARGAMES!! STOP BUXXIBG
LOPEZ ISLAND AND LEAVE US IN PEACE!!! ALL DAY YOU HAVE BEEN ROARIBG
OVERHEAD. LEAVE US ALONE!!! MY EARS HAVE BEEN RIBGING ALL DAY !!! LEAVE
US OUR PEACE!
Woken from sleep- not good for health. Anacortes

Another low flying growler aircraft
Continual roar this evening.
Disrupted evening peace. This triggers my PTSD
Lopez Island School: Monday, 10am GIANT GROWLER ROAR. DEAFENING, 12:25PM
- Overflight of 2 GROWLERS headed north. All conversation impossible. The Navy
says they don't fly over the school! And these are professional pilots ?
loud flyover pass, could hear for 60 seconds
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LOUD ROARING JETS OVER&OVER TODAY. WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF
YOUR WARGAMES!! We live here for Peace. YOU DESTROY OUR PEACE &
DISREGARD OUR HEALTH & OUR SAFETY!! My ears are ringing from loud those
LOUD jets!! STOP FLYING OVER LOPEZ!!

NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WARGAMES!! WE ARE PEOPLE NOT PAWNS
ON A MAP...PEOPLE WHO DESERVE TO BE LEFT ALONE!!

Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft

Same noise as yesterday 7:25 pm. Needed to stop conversation because of jet
noise.

Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft over my house with gear down

Very loud and intrusive

Same noise as yesterday 7:25 pm. Needed to stop conversation because of jet
noise.
S Lopez, 26 Sept, 2019: 7:30pm, 7:31pm The Growler noise begins again - another
night of no sleep? 72.6 decibels

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Multiple low flying growler with gear down

12:20pm. Sept 30. Loud Growler jet overhead, South Lopez. Heading toward
Whidbey. Very loud with a very long roar, even after it disappeared.

N Lopez Island, 23 Sept 2019: HUGE GROWLER ROARS ON NORTH LOPEZ. 3pm,
3:28pm, 3:35pm, 4:12 pm
Why are we subjected to this hideous noise 25 miles
north of Ault field? !!!!!!!

Distant roaring- comes and goes. Creepy sounds ruining an otherwise peaceful
evening. Anacortes near the ferry

Painful to ears. Could not escape the noise.

Intermittent screaming roars, interrupting convesations with patients, but also
making concentration very difficult in Oak Harbor today. Impairing patient care as
so frequently occurs.

S Lopez, 23 Sept 2019: 7pm - 10:30 pm - 3.5 hours of ROARING !!!!!! No FCLP
scheduled. Decibels ranged from 66. 4 decibels - 87.2 decibels.
S Lopez, 23 Sept 2019: 2:15pm, 2:22pm, 2:50 pm ( OVERFLIGHT - CRUSHING noise).
76.2 decibels

Same story different verse. So much metallic roaring from warplanes today,
disturbing concentration and train of thought in Oak Harbor medical clinic. Very
unpleasant/unhealthy work enviroment.

S Lopez, 23 Sept 2019: 2:15pm, 2:22pm, 2:50 pm ( OVERFLIGHT - CRUSHING noise).
76.2 decibels

All day long there has been the rumble of jet engines overhead.. now way into the
night. LEAVE US ALONE!!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!!
GIVE US BACK OUR PEACE AND QUIET!!! STOP FLYING OVER US NOW!!

S Lopez, 23 Sept 2019: Tue night - STILL ROARING. 6:02pm (82.5 decibels), 6:07pm
(89.8 decibels)

another fly over at 2005

SERIOUSLY?!? IT'S11:25 AT NIGHT! CAN'T YOU LEAVE US ANY PEACE AND
QUIET?!?YOU HAVE BEEN FLYING OVER US ALL DAY...NOW LATE AT NIGHT! WE

Excruciatingly loud today and endless bombardment of soul shaking noise.
Disrupted a business call indoors.
Extremely loud and low.
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Fly over late at night. Disrupted current TV program because of excessive noise.
This was very annoying and loud.
Horrible noise. Shook my house. Swarm of jets - like maybe 4 jets. So late. Woke
me up out of my sleep in bed. WHAT IS THE POINT OF FLIGHTS LATE AT NIGHT ON
NORTHWEST SIDE OF LOPEZ? It just invades the silence of our island.
Lopez Island Ferry Landing, 1:10pm: Huge Growler roars 25 - 30 miles north of Ault
Field.
Loud Growlers overhead for more than 5 minutes flying circles around North Lopez
Island! Ridiculous waste for fuel and disruption of a National Monuments human
and other animals.
Low roar and vibration, feels DREADFUL. Hard to describe this dreadful sensation,
like being shaken on the inside while also hurting my ears.
Pretty constant disturbance today. My office is vibrating and rumbling with each
takeoff.

Very loud and very low passes at 12:57pm, 1:33pm, 1:55pm, several more earlier
and after, just now at 9:15pm. Landing gear was down, going east to west,
extremely loud when planes banked to south. Still hearing loud sounds 9:17pm.
All day episodic fly bys today in North Oak Harbor. Metallic roaring, very loud with
some vibrations to our clinic building. Extremely disturbing to experience and try to
work/think and care for others. like deafening fingernails on chalkboard.
All day long the jets overhead have disrupted my day- HALTING everything from
praying, watching TV, reading to sleeping!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF
YOUR WAR GAMES!!! WE ARE NOT PAWNS...WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS!! STOP
ABUSING US!! MOVE THE GROWLERS!!
another fly over 1005, disrupting sleep
Could not carry on a conversation until plane (I think a growler) passed. Even our
dog was transfixed— what is this noise intrusion doing to our vanishing but very
precious marine wildlife? AND THEN ANOTHER PLANE 15 minutes later!!

"Roaring on and off all morning and early afternoon. Very disturbing. Painful to
inner ear.

Could not talk and be heard standng next to each other. Spoiled the whole
afternoon trying to put the garden to bed with the constant rumble and scream of
jets overhead.

S Lopez, 2 Oct 2019, 9:14pm: Overflights screaming overhead. 86.4 decibels.
Continued with overflights and Roars and BLASTS from Ault Field until 10:30pm.

Extremely loud fly overs mid-morning and again about 2pm. Sounds like the jets
are circling Fisherman Bay.

S Lopez, Oct 2, 2019: 10:05am - 11:20am - no FCLPs scheduled - constant noise (74 78.4 decibels) . Looks like another day to wear noise canceling headphones.

fly over

so loud couldn't carry on a conversation in our home with the windows closed,
rattled the windows!
So loud I couldn't hear TV indoors anymore for a minute.
still going
This was terrifying, and the jet seemed to make 3 passes before going off into the
distance. I could hear it for at least 20 minutes after, if not longer. Also heard low
rumbles in the distance this AM

Home from work to... Roaring, thunder echoing across the water from the south.
No peace here. Anacortes near ferry terminal
loud fly overs, pretty late, ongoing
loud flyover
loud flyover
loud flyover
Loud low jet over Lopez Village disrupting conversation!
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low rumble for at least an hour around 8:30 PM

Low flying Growler heard for 3 minutes over loud music!

low rumble ongoing for a few hours after 6:00 AM

low rumble ongoing for a few hours after 8:30 PM

Out on cause way walking - 2 jets flew directly over my house and turned east to fly
over Lopez Village. Awful huge noise pollution on our beautiful quiet island. Why
should we suffer and endure this noise?

ongoing for a few hours after 6 AM

S Lopez, Oct 3, 2019, 11:58pm: Overflight!!!! Everyone wakes up! We live on Navy
time and we hate it.
S Lopez, Oct 3, 2019: 10:55am - 3:50pm A hideous day of Growler noise ROARING, BLASTING overflights - many with gear down. Almost 5 ours of straight
noise. 70 - 80 decibels.
S Lopez, Oct 3, 7:20 - 10:45pm: Another day of relentless Growler noise. About 10
hours of Growler noise today. Completely crazy making.

So far today 2 over flights, one at 12:20 and another at 12:29. Both extremely loud
and lasting around 2 minutes of noise. Yesterday, from 12:30 until after 4:00 there 7
flights directly over the north of Lopez.
STOP USING US AS PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!! WE ARE BEING ABUSED
REPEATEDLY BY THESE LOUD JETS OVER US!! OUR PEACE IS DESTROYED DAY AND
NIGHT BY THE ROARING MILITARY JETS...THE GROWLERS ARE THE WORST!! THEY
SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN MADE! STOP THE ABUSE!
low rumble ongoing for a few hours after 6:00 AM
low rumble ongoing for a few hours after 8:00 pm

S Lopez, Oct 3,2019: 2pm - 6:30pm - no FCLP's scheduled and the noise is constant.
What are they practicing? Why do we have some of the worst noise days when
FCLP's are NOT scheduled?
The Growlers were over the north end of Lopez 7 times this afternoon starting at
12:30. They were completely visible going south to north and west to east. Each
time the roar and vibration lasted from1 to 2 minutes long. Such an assault!
Yet again- roaring interrupting convesation during patient visit in medical clinic.
Have to keep waiting for the metallic roar to recede to talk to patients.
Interrupts/disturbs care and trains of thought. Oak Harbor.

low rumble all day after 6:00 AM, more loud around 4:30 PM but still going on at
8PM, consistent growl all day now and well into the eve
Low level flight over our house
multiple passes at 1900
"My notes:
6-8AM low rumble
9:40 much louder

Almost continuous jet noise this morning. VERY painful to inner ear.
10:00 even louder
Another Growler came over at 1:20 about the same noise level.
10 and 11 quieter
I can't hear my TV, I can't make a phone call! THESE JETS ARE DESTROYING MY
PEACE AND THE PEACE OF ALL MY FELLOW LOPEZIANS UNDER YOU FLIGHT PATHS!!
WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!! MY EARS RING FOR HOURS
AFTER THESE JETS FLY OVER!!
Loud jet flying overhead three times in a row. LOUD

11:30, 12:30, 1:00 quite loud.
continued throughout the day,
well into the evening. "
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ongoing through out afternoon

Oct 8, 4:24pm. South Lopez. Loud jet overhead. Deep and long roaring. Disruptive.

"S Lopez, 9:51am - 10:29am: 30 minutes of CRUSHING Growler noise.

Oct 8, 4:26pm. Can't escape the growler jet noise today. It seems to be
everywhere. Very loud. Roaring over our home.

9:51am-79.4 decibels, 9:55am - 87.1 dec., 9:57am 92.4 dec., 10:01am - 94.1 dec.,
10:05am - 89.2 dec., 10:29am 80.3 dec."

Oct 8, 4:28pm. The war continues obviously. Navy needs to keep terrorizing us.
Now the jet noise is echoing from all parts of the sky. South Lopez.

S Lopez, Oct 7: 8pm 75decibels Growler ROAR.
S. Lopez, Oct 7: 12:25pm - 65 - 75 dec. , 12:38pm 72.5 dec.
Another day workin in Oak Harbor with the disruptive sounds of F-18 warcraft
scraping/tearing through the skies disrupting work in our medical clinic. Just now,
one following the next - loud, variable frequency all day. Unpleasant
I woke up into the rumble I presume to be from the Growler, heard it all day, and
went to sleep with it. This is even true in Eastsound, and the various places I went
on the island yesterday. This is such a violent violation of space and sound.
Oct 8 10:04am. South East Lopez. LOUD jet roaring from Whidbey.
Oct 8, 10:05. Southeast Lopez. Jet noise roaring all around.
Oct 8, 10:09am. Growler noise all around. Coming from different directions. A
scenic view from the east side of Lopez RUINED by huge jet roaring.
Oct 8, 10:13am. I am just going to keep reporting all the jet noise I am suffering
from right now. Constant roaring from jets from Whidbey. Southeast side of Lopez.
Wish I could enjoy the view.
Oct 8, 10:21am. Wishing I could enjoy the view, looking from Lopez to the
mainland, skies, clouds, water. But the noise from jet activity is horrible. I will
record it until I leave. This is abuse.
Oct 8, 10:23am. Deciding to leave my viewpoint since the jet noise is so loud and
disruptive. It sounds as if Whidbey has been launching an attack on the Pacific
Northwest.

Oct 8, 4:50pm. South Lopez. The jet noise continues. I must now wear noise
cancelling headphones in my own home.I WILL NOT ask friends to visit Lopez,
always concerned their visit will coincide with noise like this.So-called peaceful San
Juan County.
S LOPEZ, Oct 8, 2019: 6:45pm 88.3 decibels overflight another one at 6:47pm
10/9. 10:26am. No peace this morning. S. Lopez. Very deep and rumbling roar from
Whidbey.
10:30am. Roaring skies, Oct 9. South Lopez. Jet noise fills the air.
direct fly over 2 jets
Excruciating, could not escape the intense noise and vibration
More loud jet noise over us tonight. South end of Lopez. 7:27pm.
Oct 9, 1:19pm Loud jet overhead. South Lopez.
Oct 9, 3:21pm. We are being attacked? The jet roaring over us is now one after the
other it seems. South Lopez.
Oct 9, 11:12am. The roaring in the skies continues. This is like living right next to
SeaTac. I thought this was peaceful Lopez island? Has the state allowed Lopez to be
wasted for the sake of the navy?
Oct 9, 11:15am. South Lopez. The JET ROARING continues. I have a conference call
this morning. Will I be able to hear the other folks on that call? This noise disrupts
my work.

Oct 8, 3:29pm. Loud Navy jet overhead. Long Growler noise. South Lopez.
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Oct 9, 3:01pm. Tried to have a conversation with neighbors outside. Jet noise was
IMPOSSIBLE. Had to come inside. South Lopez. The Navy disrupts our lives.
Oct 9, 3:15pm. DEAFENING jet roar. Overwhelming, long, deep and bone rattling.
Navy terrorists? Boys who fly planes having fun at our expense? This is where my
tax dollars go? South Lopez.
Oct 9, 7:16pm. Dishwasher running, Baseball game on the TV and doors and
windows closed and STILL WE ARE SLAMMED with jet noise in our home. Don't you
think that means that the growlers are TOO LOUD? They are invading our homes!
Oct 9. 11:28am. Jet roaring continues. Where is the war? South Lopez, I guess.

1:53pm. Oct 11. AGAIN. Roaring, rumble and vibration jet noise. I hate wearing
noise cancelling headphones in my own home (due to Navy War Invasion) but
headphones do not mitigate bones and body feeling the vibration.
1:56pm Oct 11. South Lopez. AGAIN. More rolling thunder shakes us. That's it. I
have to leave home and go somewhere else. I cannot continue to feel this . Murray,
Cantwell, Larsen: I blame you for your ignorance. You are in the Navy's pocket.
10:01am, Oct 11. AGAIN. Jet noise rumbling. Huge wave of noise. Like standing
behind a jet taking off.
10:06am, Oct 11. One after the other. Jet action at NASWI is sending waves of jet
blasts at us. South Lopez.

S Lopez, Oct 9: 10:30am - 75 decibels overflight
12:07pm on Oct 10. The skies are FILLED with jet noise from NASWI. I don't know
what is going on over there, but it sounds like every engine is roaring. The skies are
filled with HUGE all-encompassing noise. South Lopez.

10:15am. Oct 11. AGAIN. Another bombing jet blast from NASWI.
10:26 10/11. Disruptive rumble and vibration from Whidbey. My bones shake.
10:51am. Oct 11. ANOTHER rumble and vibration slams into our home. Mud Bay.

Oct 10, 7:45 am. Starting the morning. Suddenly a rumbling vibration rips through
our home from NASWI. The Growlers are TOO LOUD and INAPPROPRIATE for this
populated region. GO AWAY.
1:03pm, Oct 11. Is it a bird? is it a plane? NO, IT IS JET NOISE FROM WHIDBEY
blasting across the water from NASWI, from a Navy which refuses to acknowledge
negative impact.

"10:54am. 10/11 Mud Bay. The rumble and vibration again. DEEP. LONG. Keeps
going.
All morning."
11:10am. Mud Bay. ANOTHER rumbling, resonating deep, rolling vibration rattles
us.

1:25pm. Oct 11. At the South End Store. The jet noise in the sky is deafening. Jets
racing around above South Lopez. So, the rumble and vibration I hear at home this
morning generates jets creating more noise as they race around the skies.

11:12am. South Lopez. LOUD jet overhead. During a morning of rumbling
vibrations.

1:35pm, Oct 11. TWO GROWLERS flying low overhead. SCREAMING. Heading
south? South Lopez.

11:59am. Oct 11. Only the growlers make this kind of deep deep roaring and
rumbling. An entire morning of NOISE from NASWI. Either that or there is extensive
bombing going on somewhere, because that is what it sounds and feels like.

1:50pm. Oct 11. The noise disruption continues. I feel that I have lost my ability to
think. Unable to concentrate on my work, which requires detail. Rumbling,
vibrating, noise rolls into my body and mind. South Lopez.

12:12pm. Oct 11. I resent the time it takes for me to report the jet noise from
Whidbey. The arrogant Navy is robbing me of time, and of quiet. But I WILL report
every annoying disruption they cause. South Lopez.

1:52pm. Oct 11. AGAIN, Rumble and Vibration. Continuous.
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12:33pm. Oct 11. AGAIN. Another roaring vibration of jet noise slams into our
home. I note that NASWI reported no field carrier operations today. So WHAT are
they doing? This so called" flight schedule calendar" is a fake.
12:35pm. Oct 11. The abuse continues. All morning, and now the afternoon.
Rumbling and vibrating jet noise from Whidbey.

WAR GAMES!! WE ARE PEOPLE NOT PAWNS!! I DEAL WITH MIGRAINES AND MY
EARS RING FROM THE JETS. STOP FLYING THEM HERE
The day goes on with continual noise bombardment from NAS Whidbey. All
activities requiring concentration are on hold. Now we have an earsplittiing flyover
(11:12 AM).

12:40pm. Oct 11. The ROARING WAR from Whidbey continues. House shakes. I
shake. So this is what the Navy thinks is NO IMPACT? They are fools. How can we
trust a military that lies? The answer is: We can't.

1:38pm. Rumbling wall of noise from NASWI. South Lopez.

12:51pm. Oct 11. AGAIN. One after another. There is no peace. Rumbling vibrating
roar from NASWI. South Lopez.

10:04am. Oct 15. EXCESSIVE jet noise in the skies. After rumbling vibrations earlier,
we now apparently have jets launched that are rolling around our skies. Growler
noise is so deep & loud that it echoes around the skies, bouncing off the water.

8:39am. Oct 11. Rumble and vibrating wall of jet engine noise.
9:40am, Oct 11. More rumble and vibrating jet noise from Whidbey.

1:56pm. Rumbling and vibrating blasts from Whidbey. South Lopez.

10:09am. Oct 15. Now are getting a combination of rumbling vibrating blasts from
Whidbey with jets roaring around the skies.I may as well be sitting in the middle of
Sea Tac runways.

9:50am, Oct 11. More rumbling vibrating jet noise slams into us. South Lopez.
Hello, after a day of peace for whatever reason the low rumble was heard again
most of the day louder, especially around the top of the hour.
Jet run ups started this morning around 8 and continue all morning, including
flyovers and jet enjine run ups. Extremely disruptive and steess inducing.
Loud blasts began at 8:20 AM and continuing (10:58 AM) to shake and vibrate our
home. We are ongoingly invaded by the Navy's toxic health threatening noise
campaign.
Nice quiet morning on our sunny beach, except for the background rumble of the
growlers. Thanks for another unpleasant morning.
REPEATEDLY LOUD ROARING OVERHEAD!! LEAVE US ALONE!!! STOP USING US AS
PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF THIS!! LEAVE
LOPEZ ALONE!!! STOP ABUSING US WITH YOUR HETS!!
STOP ABUSING US!! OVER AND OVER OUR PEACE IS DESTROYED BY GROWLERS
AND OTHER MILITARY JETS OVERHEAD! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR

10:12am. Oct 15. Again: EXCESSING ROAR AND VIBRATING NOISE FROM WHIDBEY,
LIKE A BOMB GOING OFF AND REVERBERATING THROUGH THE AIR, along with jets
roaring around the skies . WAVES OF JET NOISE EVERYWHERE IN MY HOME!!!!!
10:15AM. This is excessive. We are now experiencing yet another bomb blast from
Whidbey. The floor of my home shivers. I blame Cantwell, Larsen and Murray for
their ignorance of how this situation affects us. They are all BLATHER.
10:22am Oct 15. The jet roaring above is now incessant. It is everywhere. Now, at
10:23am accompanied by another ROAR that slams into our home. This is a
constant wall of noise. ALL MORNING. How can I do my work in this assault?
10:49am. Oct 15. AGAIN. ROAR RUMBLE VIBRATION from Whidbey. The air shakes.
I shake. I will say it again. Cantwell, Murray and Larsen are IGNORING this region.
They think it is OK for us to be BOMBED with jet noise. It is not OK.
10:53am. Oct 15. INCESSANT jet noise. Walls of NOISE. Experiencing yet another
roar of jet noise aimed at us from Whidbey. The house shakes.
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10:55am. Oct 15. I am interrupting my work to record every noise incident that is
ruining my morning. Again, right now. Another big BLAST of jet noise.
11:03am. Oct 15. AGAIN, another BLAST of jet noise. Again, I say that living here is
like living on the SeaTac runway. Is that how Murray, Cantwell and Larsen think we
should advertise the peaceful San Juan Islands?
11:19am. Oct 15. ANOTHER LOUD BLAST of a wall of jet noise from NASWI. South
Lopez.
11:27am. The jet noise in the sky is disruptive. The jets roaring above create echoes
of rolling thunder. Like RIGHT NOW.
11:37am, Oct 15. We continue to suffer the jet noise above us. The jet noise seems
to be rolling around the skies. and NOW we have yet another BLAST of jet noise
coming from Whidbey. The wall of jet noise slams into us.
11:42am. Oct 15. Another BLAST from Whidbey. I report these in order to
document the excessive jet noise intrusion of the growlers into San Juan County.
This has been going on ALL MORNING.
12:53pm. Oct 15. Another jet roar in the skies. Jets roaring around. jet noise
bouncing around.
2:08pm. Continued roaring from NASWI.
2:33pm. MORE roaring and bombing noise from Whidbey
2:42pm. AGAIN. Another blast of jet noise from NASWI. South Lopez.
3:18pm. Again, like it has been all day. Another blast and long shaking roar from
Whidbey.
3:22pm. Oct 11. A long deep roar and scream. Sounds like a jet is circling overhead.
Then it sounds like it will land on our roof. Long echoing roar. Disrupted a phone
call. Mud Bay.
6:24pm. Oct 15. Very loud jet overhead. Annoying and disruptive.

8:59am. Oct 15. At first I thought it was an earthquake. This huge roar and vibration
from NASWI went right through my body. The tea in my cup had ripples on the
surface. This roar seemed endless.
9:02am. Oct 15. Second roar and vibration follows the first one a few minutes ago.
Again. Long, deep, ongoing. Feels like an earthquake. Like a coal train rumbling
through my front yard. Like the longest thunder roll you have ever heard and felt.
9:11am. Oct 25. ANOTHER HUGE roar and vibration. Either engine run-ups or
Growlers taking off. Either way, this is disruptive. The house shakes, I shake. The
GROWLERS MUST GO. They are destroying this region.
9:31am. Oct 15. The rumble and vibration action from Whidbey continues.
Another explosive roar and shaking vibration. Will this go on all day, like last
Friday? It is disruptive. I am VERY ANGRY.
"Another Tuesday at work in Oak Harbor with grating tinny roar of EA-18G growlers
disrupting thoughts and conversations episodically all day.
So different from the pace and sound quality of the Prowlers before. In a very bad
way.
Awful place"
has been pretty constant this afternoon with rumble off in distance, still penetrates
house
I've heard a low rumble every day for the past 3 days, from the time I get up at 6:00
AM to the time I go to bed around 10. Sometimes it seems that the noise gets
louder around the top of the hour.
loud direct fly over, noises constant for close to a minute and has been occurring
every 5-10 minutes
Oct 15 Rumbling and Vibration of jet noise from Whidbey continues this afternoon,
after a morning full of it. South Lopez.
STOP ABUSING US WITH JET NOISE!!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR
WAR GAMES!! WE ARE NOT PAWNS, WE ARE PEOPLE WHO DESERVE OUR PEACE
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AND QUIET!! LEAVE US ALONE!! YOUR NOISE BRINGS MIGRAINES AND RINGING IN
MY EARS...STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ NOW!!!

9:40am, Oct 16. Again, deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations from jet activity at
Whidbey.

Terrible roaring. Painful to inner ear. Vibration causes shock-like sensation.

9:56am, Oct 16. One after another. Deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations from jet
activity at Whidbey.

the jet runups went on all day, up to about 11 at night. Also there were numerous
fly overs. This was one of the loudest days we've had.

9:57am. Oct 16. South Lopez. Again, deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations from jet
activity at Whidbey.

Very loud, disruptive, rumbling in the house, can feel through the floor too.
10:17am. Oct 16. Low rumbling. Constant. Not the vibration of the earlier morning,
but deep, insistent, and disturbing.

9:59am. October 16. South Lopez. Again, deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations
from jet activity at Whidbey.
Growler flying over Lopez Village VERY LOUD AND DISRUPTIVE!

10:22am. Oct 16. Back at it. Getting hit again with vibrating jet noise waves. South
Lopez.
10:56am. Oct 16. Considering that all the rumbling vibrating noise from Whidbey
may have meant that some jets are taking off, we now have a VERY LOUD jet
roaring over us. South Lopez.

Growler Roar!!!!!!!!!!!!!! overhead!!!!!!!!!!!!
Horrid creepy thunder to the south. Navy torturing civilians nightly.
"It's dark and sounds like explosions to the south- rumbling and causing vibration in
the house. Disquieting, stressful and the antithesis of peace after work.

9:07, Oct 16. The morning starts again with rumbling vibrations from NASWI activity
that shudder through my body. Deep sound waves travel across the water.

The Navy doing its thing- at the expense of western WA civilian citizens health."

9:09am. Oct 16. Again, rumbling vibrations from jet activity at Whidbey.

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting home activities

9:22am, Oct 16. Again, deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations from jet activity at
Whidbey.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

9:25am. 10/16. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
9:32am, Oct 16. AGAIN, deep, resonating, rumbling, vibrations from jet activity at
Whidbey.
9:35am. 10/16. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)

Oct 16, 8:18pm. Extremely loud growler roaring overhead. At North end of Lopez,
waiting for the ferry. Windows of the car closed, but the roaring came right inside.
10/17. 11:15am Huge jet roaring coming from Anacortes/Whidbey area. Jets flying
around.
3:46pm. Oct 16. Very loud jet overhead. South Lopez.
4:11pm. Oct 16. Extremely loud and roaring jet overhead. South Lopez.
Another day of work/medical clinic in Oak Harbor and the thunderous racket in the
skies fires right up. Loud enough to disrupt conversations with patients. Extremely
unpleasant
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At the ferry dock, Lopez. 8:15pm. very loud growler jet. It is dark and I cannot see it,
but the roar is definitive. Long and deep. Disruptive to conversation.

1:01pm 10/21. Screaming Loud overflight. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on
phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise
incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)

Could hear roar, rumble and vibration over vacuum inside of house.
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Multiple growlers screaming overhead....Insanity for us on the ground!
Second Growler overhead only last 20 minutes! LOUD AND LOW! Here it comes
again!!! Making circles around North Lopez ☹
Several rapid fly overs by a Growler that were extremely loud and disruptive.
Two Growlers, extremely loud, consecutively. If I didn't know what they were, I
would assume we were about to me attacked.
Very loud, several flights earlier were loud. But this one at 11:37am was really loud
10:32am. Oct 18. Now the jet rumbling in the skies is made clearer by a loud jet
somewhere above us. Extended roaring above South Lopez. Cloudy skies.

1:10pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
1:30pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
1:33pm 10/21. LOUD jet overhead. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on phone
calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise incident
from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)
1:36pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)

10:36am. Oct 18. Just after a jet roaring above us, we get one that seems to be on
top of us. Scream and Roar, Then the roar as it must be bearing away. A long rolling
roar. Mud Bay.

1:42pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)

9:26am. Oct 18. Noisy in the house, so I stepped outside to see what was going on.
No surprise. Very loud rumbling in the skies from jet activity at Whidbey.
Continuous thunder.

1:52pm.10/21. Loud LOUD jet overhead. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on
phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise
incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)

Running with a very loud fly over

1:55pm 10/21. AGAIN, LOUD jet overhead. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on
phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise
incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)

After a few days of relative quiet, I woke up to a loud rumble at 3:00AM today and
that sound has been constant over the island.

10:34am. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've
been working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of
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each egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time,
date & noise.)

egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)

11:09am. 10/21. Loud roaring jet over us. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on
phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise
incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)

2:22pm. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)

12:30pm. 10/21. By the sound, a Growler, roaring overhead. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
12:35pm. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've
been working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of
each egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time,
date & noise.)
12:49pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
12:50pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
12:51pm 10/21. LOUD overflight. S. Lopez. (I've been working today on phone calls
& computer reports, taking notes by hand of each egregious noise incident from
Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date & noise.)
12:52pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
2:11pm 10/21. SCREAMING & ROARING LOUD JET OVER US. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each

2:33pm. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
2:43pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
2:48pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
2:50pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
2pm 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
3:08pm. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
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4:44pm. 10/21. WHAM! Loud roaring jet overhead. Is it landing on our roof? Mud
Bay.
6:35pm. October 21. Dinner with friends. A huge screaming jet noise comes right
into the room. Totally distracting.
9:44am. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
9:51am. 10/21. Loud & deep rumble & vibration from Whidbey. S. Lopez. (I've been
working today on phone calls & computer reports, taking notes by hand of each
egregious noise incident from Whidbey. They are each recorded here by time, date
& noise.)
Continuous roar, rumble and vibration this morning. You know it’s bad when you
need to wear ear protection while inside and that doesn’t stop thenvibration only
the roar.
Engine runups starting rattled the light fixtures in our house and interrupted
conversation
LOUX LOW JET OVERHEAD
Rumble with some vibrations throughout the morning.
So loud and sudden that it upset my infant.
STOP ABUSING LOPEZIANS!!!WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PAWNS IN YOUR WAR
GAMES!! LEAVE US ALONE!! I could not even hear myself think with that damn roar
overhead needless to say watch TV or talk on the phone!! Please, please stop flying
these jets over Lopez

Another Tuesday- Tinny Thunder shredding the skies over Oak Harbor. Moments of
it are nearly painful to the ears such is the volume even inside. Hard to work, hard
to think. Unhealthy for civilians below. Abuse continues
3:33pm. Outside for a walk. South end of Lopez. The skies are ROARING with jet
noise. Not above us, but right next to us, and the noise is constant.
Ridiculously loud.
10:00am, Oct 24. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating through the house and through
me. Only a Growler can deliver a roar like that. Take off or engine run-up at
Whidbey.
10:00am, Oct 24. Very loud jet overhead. Cloudy, so I cannot see it, but I sure can
hear it.
10:03am, Oct 24. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating jet roar from Whidbey.
Penetrating.
10:11am, Oct 24. Jet rumble, roar and vibration from Whidbey.
10:28am, Oct 24. Continuous. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating through the house
and through me. Only a Growler can deliver a roar like that. Take off or engine runup at Whidbey.
10:38am, Oct 24. AGAIN. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating through the house and
through me. Only a Growler can deliver a roar like that. Take off or engine run-up at
Whidbey.
10:55am, Oct 24. AGAIN and AGAIN. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating through the
house and through me. Only a Growler can deliver a roar like that. Take off or
engine run-up at Whidbey.

Why is this happening? The sound is totally disruptive, not to mention scary.

10:58am, Oct 24. This is a rumble and vibration that it sounds like the result of
several jet take-offs, one right after the other. Rolling thunder. Pervasive.

1:37pm. October 22. South end Lopez. Loud jet roaring overhead. The roar echoes
in the air and marches right into my home.

11:16am, Oct 24. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating through the house and through
me.
11:20am, Oct 24. It is raining jet noise. The sky is rumbling on all sides. Continuous.
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2:56pm, Oct 24. Jet roaring above. South End, Lopez island.

"The whole house is shaking from the jet vibration. This house is built very solidly, it
takes a lot to make the house shake. The jet noise and vibration are very disturbing.

3:00pm, Oct 24. Loud jet overhead.
3:08pm, Oct 24. Huge and long rumbling, vibrating Growler noise through the
house and through me.
3:49pm, Oct 24. It has been a long day of jet abuse from Navy. AGAIN: Huge and
long rumbling, vibrating through the house and through me.
4:16pm. Oct 24. Finally got up from my desk for a walk outside. How wonderful.
The skies are roaring with waves of jet noise. Absolutely roaring. Why would
anyone call Lopez Island a peaceful island for tourism? It is crazy here. Abusive
Navy.

"
Today there have been hours and hours of roaring jet noise. The roar and vibration
cause inner ear pain, and the noise is disturbing and dreadful. The noise and
vibration destroy all calm and quiet.
1:39pm Oct 29. Loud jet overhead..
10:07am. Oct 29. Loud Loud Loud Loud jet overhead.
10:58am. Oct 29. Loud roaring in the skies from jet activity. Windows and doors
closed with normal household sounds, and roaring through it all is jet noise.

5:16pm, Oct 24. As I write this we are experiencing an "earthquake" of jet noise.
The rumble is coming from Whidbey. The house vibrates.

11:47am. Oct 29.Roaring above from jet activity.

5:39pm Oct 24. Incredibly huge, impacting, vibrating roar from Whidbey. Imagine
yourself standing behind a jet taking off at SeaTac. There. You've got it.

4:10pm. Oct 29. Extended rumbling and vibration fills the air as I am out walking.
Just wish I could get inside and hide. The roaring just goes on and on.

6:04pm. Oct 24. So now we have rumbling vibrating roars invading our home into
the evening hours. Murray, Larsen, Cantwell, are you listening?

9:05am. Oct 29. Rumble and vibration rolls into our home from Whidbey jet
activity.

Going on most of the day, very loud, rumbly and disrupting

9:41am. Oct 29. Rumbling jet noise and roar.

Jet noise overwhelming all other sound today, as well as several other days this
week. Horrible, disruptive, unhealthy and unacceptable noise.

9:45am. Oct 29. Rumble and vibration rolls into our home from Whidbey jet
activity.

Stop abusing Lopezians and the Wildlife on Lopez Island!! I am so tired of the Navy
utterly dis regarding our health!! STOP USING US FOR YOUR WAR GAMES!!! WE
NEVER AGREED TO BE SUBJECTED TO THE DANGER OF THESE OVER FLIGHTS!! MOVE
THEM NIW!!

The skies have been quieter up till just a few days ago. The rumbling is more
evident now, late into the night and in the very early pre-dawn hours as well. Today
it seems to be getting louder.

This report is submitted by Quiet Skies over San Juan County. www.quietskies.info
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